**My Short Spanish Movie**

- Takes up whole screen

---

**Take 1 Scene 1**
- 1 camera • straight angle
  - background in view • two people dialogue
  - camera is inside class

---

**Take 1 Scene 2**
- 1 camera • 4 people dialogue
  - straight angle • background
  - long shot • camera inside class

---

**Take 2 Scene 1**
- 1 camera • 2 people dialogue
  - Med. close-up • camera in hallway
  - straight angle
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---

**Take 2 Scene 2**
- 1 camera
- 2 people
- Med. close up
- Camera: Straight angle

---

**Take 3 Scene 1**
- 1 camera
- Med. shot
- Inside classroom
- Left: circle
- Med. close up

---

**Take 4 Scene 1**
- Med. long shot
- Inside classroom
- 1 camera
- Straight angle
- 2 people
- Dialogue

---

**The END**

---